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NOMAD
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NEW
Tooling!

Rolls-Royce Corniche Convertible MPW - Open Top,
Indigo Blue
Our newly tooled 1:43 scale Rolls-Royce Corniche

Convertible is a replica of the 1970s two-door, 

front-engine, rear wheel drive, five seater prestige car.

Manufactured by the Company, both as a coupé and

convertible and introduced in 1971, the Corniche was

assembled and finished in London by Mulliner Park 

Ward (MPW), superseding the 1960s Silver Shadow.  

The marque lasted until the early 1980s when it was

further updated under the Bentley name.  During the

short lifetime of the Corniche around 3200 cars were

sold and it proved the favourite car of celebrities from all

over the world including Aristotle Onassis, Frank Sinatra, 

Paul McCartney and James May to name but a few.

For its first outing, we have chosen the rich blue colour

scheme with silver trim and light tan tonneau cover and

interior seating, registered UTU 353.  The detailed

dashboard is reproduced in brown with black instrument

panels and a further detail includes bright blue ‘carpeting’.

We have also added wing mirrors and lower front

spotlights, which were an option on the original.  And for

a final touch, a gleaming silver Spirit of Ecstasy mascot has

been added on the front of the bonnet, the hallmark of

Rolls-Royce!  Sheer luxury!

NEW
                                             SCALE       PRICE
43RRC001              1:43  £24.95

Rolls-Royce Corniche Convertible
MPW - Open Top, Indigo Blue
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1:87
SCALEAMERICAN

NEW
Tooling!

NEW
Tooling!

NEW
Tooling!

1955 Buick Century - Turquoise/Polo White
Another extrovert American motor hits Oxford’s

American series with the newly tooled Buick Century.  

Our model of the Century 1955 is based on the 

2-door coupé. Decorated in a bright turquoise 

and white two-tone scheme with white roof and

turquoise interior, the car is registered in Texas 

as PZ 3579.  The highly detailed whitewall tyres

also feature a turquoise trim and there is a wealth

of silver/chrome trim to the radiator, bumpers, headlights

and wheels, rounded off by the flowing Buick/Century

lettering above the rear wheels and on the bonnet. 

1957 Chevrolet Nomad - 
Dusk Pearl/Imperial Ivory
More new tooling brings an American 1950s station

wagon into the 1:87 series in the shape of the 1957

Chevrolet Nomad.

Our model makes its debut in dusty pink

with pale ivory roof, complete with the

usual extravagant amount of chrome

trim.  Registered 11019 H from Victoria,

the chrome side flashes feature the Bel Air

lettering while the wide chrome radiator grille

carries the signature Chevy badge with the Chevrolet

lettering across the front of the bonnet.  

1965 Chevrolet Stepside Pick Up -
Pale blue/white
If you were going to have a pickup in the

1960s, it had to be a Chevy.  Our first

release of the newly tooled model comes

in pristine pale blue with white cab and

features the ‘10’ designation in red on the

cab sides, with the Chevrolet name

printed in white on the drop-down trailer

back.  Bumpers, wheels and the front

grille are all given a chrome finish.

What will you load up your model with?

Our choice would have to include a dog!  

NEW1957 Chevrolet Nomad -
Dusk Pearl/Imperial Ivory
                                 SCALE     PRICE
87CN57001    1:87  £5.95

NEW1936 Buick Special
Convertible Coupé - Black
                                 SCALE     PRICE
87BS36001    1:87  £5.95

NEW1955 Buick Century -
Turquoise/Polo White
                                 SCALE     PRICE
87BC55001    1:87  £5.95

NEW1965 Chevrolet Stepside
Pick Up - Light Blue/White
                                 SCALE     PRICE
87CP65001    1:87  £5.95

1936 Buick Special Convertible Coupé - Black
We go back to the pre-war 1930s period for another

piece of new tooling, launching the brand new Buick

Special Convertible from 1936. 

Here at Oxford, we have chosen to model the 2-door

version and it makes its first entrance as an open

topped car in black with contrasting bright red

interior, brown dashboard and beige hood.  The large

radiator grille at the front is masked silver and black

with additional silver trim to bumpers, bonnet mascot,

door handles and lights.  The spare wheel housing sits

on both sides behind the front wheel arches.

NEW
Tooling!
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1:76 SCALE
Volvo Amazon - Blue Green
Our four door variant of the Volvo Amazon saloon car, manufactured

between 1956 and 1970, makes its third Oxford entrance in a superb

deep sea green colour scheme, registered  PGC 364E from

1967.  The deep body colour is complemented by

masses of silver and chrome trim with a black/silver

front grille detail.  The interior is completely black

apart from the dashboard front and door tops, which

take on the blue green of the exterior. 

As a further point of interest, in 1959 Volvo became the

first manufacturer worldwide to fit car seat belts with the

Amazon being fitted with front seat belts as standard.  

Well done, Volvo! 

NEWVolvo Amazon - 
Blue Green
                            SCALE     PRICE
76VA003     1:76  £5.45

Oxford Diecast, PO Box 636, Southampton SO14 0TJ
TEl: 02380 248850  www.oxforddiecast.co.uk

3 Piece Volvo Set
Each of these models comprises the first release

off the new tooling and if you missed acquiring them

separately when they first came out, now is your chance

to scoop them up in one go.

Firstly comes 76VA001, a Volvo Amazon in light green,

registered JHO 887E from 1967.  It is joined by

76VE001, a Volvo 245 DL Estate in Green, registered 

TY 999R

from 1976/77; and finally

76VP001 the much-admired Volvo P1800

sports coupé in bright red with lots of chrome,

registered RYN 480E, again from 1967.  A superb set

giving you three iconic Volvo bodyshapes from the past!

NEW3 Piece Volvo Set
                          SCALE      PRICE
76SET40    1:76  £16.45

NEW
SET!

NEW
SET!

5 Piece Ford Set
Calling all boy racers, past and present!  

This five-piece Ford set will appeal to all enthusiasts.

The set comprises:

76CAP006 Ford Capri MkIII - Caspian Blue/Strato Silver registered 

A233 YNY, from 1983/4.  76FC003 Ford Consul 3.0 GT in Sebring Red

with black roof, registered UNN 484L from 1972/73.  76COR3006 Ford

Cortina MKIII in Onyx Green with black ‘vinyl’ roof, registered ARE 168M from

1973/4.  76XR002 Ford Escort XR3i in desirable Diamond White, registered

A723 MOO from 1983/4.  76FF003 Ford Fiesta Mk1, 1.1L in Jasmine Yellow

registered SNN 492X from 1981/82.

Sheer motoring nostalgia five times over!

NEW5 Piece Ford Set
                          SCALE      PRICE
76SET41    1:76 £25.45
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Ford Sierra Sapphire - Nottinghamshire Police
Only the second release on Oxford’s recently introduced

Ford Sierra Sapphire RS, it stands to reason that this high

performance car would have attracted use by the 

Police, so here it is in 1:76 scale miniature, as used

by the Nottinghamshire Police, looking

pretty high profile and efficient!

Registered J645 AVX from 1991/92,

our model which is based on the

four wheel drive version of the

Sapphire introduced by Ford 

from 1990, is decorated in white

with highly detailed Police graphics.  

A yellow and black central band runs along

the side with a blue and white chequered effect 

along the skirts.  The Force’s crest sits behind the back

wheels against the white bodywork and the model is

rounded off with a blue and white roof lightbar,

fluorescent POLICE signage in red across the boot and

blue Police markings on the front of the bonnet.  

There would be no getting away from this one! 

NEWFord Sierra Sapphire -
Nottinghamshire Police
                            SCALE     PRICE
76FS002     1:76  £5.45

1:76
SCALEEMERCENCY

Oxford Diecast, PO Box 636, Southampton SO14 0TJ
Tel: 02380 248850  www.oxforddiecast.co.uk

Ford Capri MkIII - 
Merseyside Police
                          SCALE       PRICE
76CAP007 1:76   £5.45

Triumph 2500 - Leicestershire
Constabulary 
                          SCALE       PRICE
76TP003    1:76   £5.25

Morris Marina - Cheshire Police
                             SCALE      PRICE
76MAR004  1:76  £5.25 Police Ford Cortina MkIII

                             SCALE      PRICE
76COR3004 1:76  £5.25
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Morris J2 - Scottish Ambulance Auxiliary Corps
The Morris Commercial J2 van was a small,

forward control van which the company

launched in 1956 and produced until 1967

as both the Morris J2 as modelled here

and also as the Austin J2, also in

Oxford’s range of commercials. 

Here we see it registered EGG 547C

from 1965 as used by the Scottish

Ambulance Auxiliary Corps,

decorated in a two tone shade of

grey blue/green blue with a pale

grey interior with the Corps

lettering running along each side

of the vehicle.  An unusual

version of the red cross printed as a

diagonal  sits above the windscreen and on

the rear.  Note too the expertly applied Morris

badge of the day, which fits exactly into the recess

above the radiator grille.  

NEWMorris J2 - Scottish
Ambulance Auxiliary Corps
                                SCALE     PRICE
76JM023       1:76 £5.45

                          SCALE       PRICE
76MJ002  1:76   £5.45

BSA Motorbike & Sidecar - NRMA
This latest livery on the BSA Motorbike and Sidecar will

appeal especially to collectors of Roadside Assistance

vehicles.  It also brings an international flavour to the

series, representing an early vehicle used by the

National Roads and Motorists’ Association

(NMRA) in Australia.  The NRMA was originally

founded in 1920 with the aim of obtaining

reasonable and just legislation to fund and 

improve roads.  However, under a new President, 

John Christian Watson, who had also been Australia’s

third Prime Minister in 1904, the NRMA was restructured

in 1924 and began to employ road service ‘guides’,

patrolling New South Wales and the ACT (Australian

Capital Territory). The motorbike and sidecar proved

invaluable in such areas as Bondi Beach or where there

was heavy traffic congestion.  The NRMA, whose motto is

‘Keep People Moving’, recently celebrated 90 Years of

Roadside Assistance and is

still going strong today with nearly 2.5 million members.

Our 1:76 scale model is registered 29350 H and is

decorated in bright blue with brown saddlebags and seat.

White lettering identifies it as the NRMA Patrol Service,

complete with the NRMA winged badge printed on the

front, side and rear of the sidecar.  

MODEL
AVAILABLE
AGAIN

1:76 SCALE

Morris J Van with Windows -
Ministry of Food 

NEWMotorbike/Sidecar NRMA
                           SCALE      PRICE
76BSA009  1:76  £4.75

Land Rover Defender - 
Berlin Scheme
                         SCALE     PRICE
76DEF012 1:76  £5.45
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1:76 SCALE

MODEL
AVAILABLE

AGAIN

Commer Q25 - Lyons Ice Cream
The Commer Q25 was a 25 cwt van produced between

1939 and 1949 and a popular choice as a delivery vehicle.

Here we see it as used by the famous J Lyons & Co for

purveying their Ice Cream. Decorated in cream and dark

blue with a grey, white and gold band running along the

centre of the bodywork, the graphics show its base as

being Cadby Hall, London W14.  Registered OLL 800, 

our model comes with silver trim and a black interior.

Pallet/Loads - Spratts Dog Cakes * 4
Load up your 1:76 scale Oxford flatbed with this new load comprising 4 pallets

with boxes on top in the Spratts Dog Cakes livery.  Did you know that James

Spratt was born in America and died in 1880, yet his Dog Cakes were

manufactured in Poplar in East London and first sold to country

gentlemen for their sporting dogs? The well-preserved factory 

still exists today.  Also interesting is that one of his clerks was 

Charles Cruft, who later went on to found the famous dog shows!

Ford Transit - Coca Cola
                              SCALE      PRICE
76FT013CC  1:76  £5.45

Oxford Diecast, PO Box 636, Southampton SO14 0TJ
Tel: 02380 248850  www.oxforddiecast.co.uk

Pallet/Loads - Welgar  * 4
Another new four-pallet load with

boxes carrying Welgar (Shredded

Wheat) products is also available

for your Oxford flatbed truck.  The

Welgar trademark used to market

the cereal was born out of the

location of the factory in Welwyn

Garden City in Hertfordshire.

Ford Transit LWB High Roof - City Link
Sadly, the well-known yellow and dark green City Link courier service

vans, once a familiar sight in both town and country, are no more!

Founded in 1969, City Link had its headquarters in Coventry

with many strategically placed satellite depots, delivering

parcels across the UK.  The one-time successful company

went into administration at the end of 2014 with the 

loss of over 2700 jobs and despite urgent appeals,

petitions and the quest to find a viable buyer, the

company became defunct from 1st January 2015.

Our model is a replica of one of the company’s

long wheel base Ford Transits, as used in 2007,

registered BJ57 AYZ and decorated in their

signature two-tone colour scheme. The ‘busy’

graphics promote their express parcel delivery service,

together with 0870 telephone number and website details.

NEWCommer Q25 - 
Lyons Ice Cream
                            SCALE     PRICE
76CM009    1:76  £6.45

NEWPallet/Loads - 
Spratts Dog Cakes * 4
                            SCALE     PRICE
76ACC003   1:76  £4.45

NEWPallet/Loads - Welgar * 4
                              SCALE     PRICE
76ACC004    1:76  £4.45

NEWFord Transit LWB 
High Roof - City Link
                            SCALE     PRICE
76FT025     1:76  £5.75
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N SCALE

Leyland Royal Tiger - W Alexander
The Leyland Royal Tiger features in both the 1:76 and

1:148 series of buses and coaches  and here we see it in

its diminutive N gauge size in the popular livery of W

Alexander & Sons (Northern) based in Aberdeen, whose

livery featured the famous Bluebird logo on the coach

sides, faithfully replicated on our N gauge model.  In the

signature W Alexander colour scheme of cream

and yellow with silver trim, the single decker,

registered DWG 529, is heading for Aberdeen.

VW Beetle - Anthracite
The fourth release on the N gauge VW Beetle is a replica of its

1:76 scale counterpart, appearing in Anthracite grey registered

AJF 376B and complemented by a red interior and black running

boards.  A wealth of exterior silver masking shows up the grey

bodywork to its full extent and further attention to detail sees

the wheels finished in cream 

with silver wheel centre caps - 

just like the real thing! 

NEWVW Beetle - Anthracite
                             SCALE      PRICE
NVWB004  1:148 £4.35

VW Beetle - Anthracite
                             SCALE      PRICE
NVWB001  1:148 £4.35

Land Rover 88" - Bronze Green 
                                        SCALE       PRICE
NLAN188009     1:148  £4.35

5 Piece Bus Set - London Transport
London Transport through the

decades is celebrated with this

5-piece 1:148 scale set which

captures the evolving LT

network as well as some of the iconic vehicles seen on our

capital’s streets over many years.  The set comprises: 

NRM007 London Routemaster - London Transport.  

NQ1001 Q1 Trolleybus - London Transport.  

NRT006 AEC RT - London Transport.  

NUT002 Guy Arab Utility - London Transport.  

NNR002 New London Routemaster Bus - Go Ahead -

London Central.  

NEW5 Piece Bus Set - 
London Transport
                             SCALE        PRICE
NSET004    1:148  £32.95

NEWLeyland Royal Tiger - 
W Alexander
                         SCALE      PRICE
NLRT003  1:148 £8.75

NEW
SET!

MODEL
AVAILABLE
AGAIN

MODEL
AVAILABLE
AGAIN
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Oxford Diecast, 
PO Box 636, 

Southampton 
SO14 0TJ

Tel: 02380 248850
www.oxforddiecast.co.uk

Supermarine Seagull/Walrus  
A2-4 RAAF (RAF Museum Hendon)
                                     SCALE       PRICE
72SW001          1:72  £34.95

DH104 Devon C1 VP975 - Royal Aircraft
Establishment (RAE)
The De Havilland 104 Devon aircraft was the military

version of the DH Dove, which launched Oxford’s newly

tooled 1:72 scale model of this immediate post-war

British short-haul airliner.  The Devon was used by the

RAF and the Sea Devon by the Royal Navy.  All three

variations proved highly successful in both military and

civilian life. De Havilland ceased production of the Dove

and the Devon in 1967. 

For its third release in the series, we see the Devon C1

with identification number VP975, as used by the Royal

Aircraft Establishment based on the south coast of

England.  Resplendent with its white upper 

fuselage, with dark blue to the wings, 

upper tail surfaces and side fuselage, 

the underside is painted in silver.  The RAF roundels are

prevalent, too, indicating its military status.  An interesting

touch sees a white and gold stripe running from the tail,

along the sides of the aircraft and round the nose cone.

The Royal Aircraft Establishment lettering is printed

above the passenger windows on both sides.  The interior

cockpit area and instrument panels are finished in grey

whilst the cabin area and passenger seating - designed to

take between 8 and 11 passengers - are given a beige

colour scheme.  

The Royal Aircraft Establishment was subsequently named

the Royal Aerospace Establishment before further

mergers saw the name disappearing 

altogether, becoming part of the 

Defence Research Agency.

1:72
SCALEAVIATION

NEWDH104 Devon C1 VP975 - Royal
Aircraft Establishment (RAE)
                                     SCALE       PRICE
72DV003          1:72  £34.95
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1:76 SCALE

NEWVolvo FH Curtainside Lorry -
Marstons Pedigree
                               SCALE       PRICE
76VOL02CL   1:76  £16.95

Volvo FH3 6 Wheel Curtainside -
Coopers
                               SCALE       PRICE
76VOL03CL   1:76  £18.75

Volvo FH Curtainside Lorry -
David Bletsoe Brown 
                               SCALE       PRICE
76VOL01CL   1:76  £16.45

Volvo FH 6-wheel Curtainside Lorry - 
Marstons Pedigree
If you are a beer drinker you will know exactly what

Marstons Pedigree is!  Brewed by genuine craft brewers,

Pedigree is the last remaining beer still brewed using the

oak Burton Union System which means it is fermented in

wood, using specially selected hops, mineral enriched

Burton water and malted barley.  The result is a beer with

unique taste and flavour. 

To celebrate this amazing brew, we have taken the

distinctive Marston Pedigree livery for the second release

on our Volvo FH 6 wheel curtainside lorry, which is

registered MX08 CXV.  Decorated in a dramatic black

with silver grey roof and rear tail lift, the graphics are

printed in red, white and gold graphics with the sides and

rear of the trailer advocating enthusiasts Live a Life of

Pedigree.  The all-black cab features the same slogan

across the top of the radiator grille.  For collectors of

brewery vehicles, this is a real treat.
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The Oxford Rail products are competitively priced and are not part of the multi-purchasing.  We have other products in development.

OR76MW6001B  
1:76 - £9.95

6 Plank Wagon 
LNER E139522

OR76MW6002B  
1:76 - £9.95

6 Plank Wagon 
BR E163353

OR76MW7017  
1:76 - £9.95

7 Plank Wagon 
Wigan Coal & Iron

Co A147

NEW MODEL!

NEW MODEL!

NEW MODEL!
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Oxford Diecast, PO Box 636, Southampton SO14 0TJ
Tel: 02380 248850  www.oxforddiecast.co.uk

OR76MW7018  
1:76 - £9.95

7 Plank Wagon 
Wigan Fulton 602

OR76MW7020  
1:76 - £9.95

7 Plank Wagon 
Barton and Co 

No. 321

OR76MW7019  
1:76 - £9.95

7 Plank Wagon 
George & Co 251

NEW MODEL!

NEW MODEL!

NEW MODEL!
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AR43a AR102 AR101AR51bAR103AR104AR105

AR108 AR107 AR106AR109AR110AR111AR112

AR115 AR114 AR113AR116AR117AR118AR119

AR122 AR121 AR120AR123AR124AR125AR126

AR89AR90AR91AR92AR93

AR96 AR95 AR94AR97AR98AR99AR100

AR127 Kaiser-Frazer-Willys: This is a story packed with strong characters.
First there is Henry J Kaiser; responsible for the Hoover Dam, the Liberty
ships, the Hughes Hercules flying boat and much more.  Kaiser next wanted
to diversify into making automobiles for the postwar market.  His chosen

partner for this venture was Joe Frazer, who had spent his life in the
industry reviving moribund car firms.  These personalities  and many
more populate this account of 20th century industrial and automotive
history with some diversions into unexpected byways.AR127

NEW

AUTO REVIEW BOOKS 
ALL AT 
£5.95 
EACH

Oxford Diecast, 
PO Box 636,

Southampton 
SO14 0TJ

Tel: 02380 248850
www.oxforddiecast.co.uk
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